
Take advantage of remarkable power and performance at a great value with  
a Sno-Tek six-speed, two-stage snow thrower. Featuring a rugged 208cc  
Sno-Tek engine, remote chute deflector, and a 24-inch wide housing, you’ll be 
prepared for treacherous winter conditions.

Rugged all-steel dash  panel and 
controls withstand the elements.

24-inch wide housing captures 
more snow for quick, efficient 

snow removal.

A robust freeze-resistant 
12-inch, 3-blade, high-
speed impeller throws snow 
fast and far for quick, efficient 
snow removal.

Aggressive Polar Trac tires 
provide traction to overcome 
slippery conditions.

Pin-lock axle provides 
maneuverability when 
unlocked, or maximum 
traction when locked.

120V Electric Start and  
recoil backup for smooth 
startup in adverse conditions.

Convenient levers allow for one-handed 
operation leaving the other free to 
reposition the chute without stopping.

Remote chute deflector allows the 
operator to easily control the height  
of the snow plume.

Serrated steel augers 
relentlessly work through 
packed snow and  ice pulling 
it into a powerful impeller.

Top-Load aluminum gear 
case with alloy steel gears 

and synthetic gear oil  
ensures long-life.

Polymer chute with  
2.5X Quick Turn and  
205-degree rotation  

stands up to the wear and 
tear caused by packed  

snow, ice, and debris.

Powerful 9.5 ft/lb,  
208cc Sno-Tek engine.



* Engine output stated in gross torque per SAE J1940 as rated by engine manufacturer. Sno-Tek unit features and 
specifications are subject to change without notice. ®2015 Ariens Company ® Registered Trademark and ™ Trademark 
of Ariens Company. LCT is a  registered Trademark of its respective company.

SPECIFICATIONS

DESIGNATION SNO-TEK
24

MODEL # 920402

STAGE TYPE Two-Stage

ENGINE* 208cc Sno-Tek

STARTING SYSTEM 120V/Recoil

CLEARING WIDTH 24 in (60.1 cm)

HOUSING HEIGHT 20 in (50.8 cm)

THROWING DISTANCE 3 ft - 40 ft (.9-12.2 m)

CHUTE TURNING RADIUS 205°

CHUTE ROTATION 2.5x Quick Turn

CHUTE CONSTRUCTION Polymer

DEFLECTOR CONTROL Remote

ONE HAND INTERLOCK Standard

TIRE SIZE 13 in X 4 in (33 x 10 cm)

TIRE TYPE Polar Trac

AXLE SYSTEM Pin Lock

FUEL TANK CAPACITY 2.9qt (2.7L)

DRIVE TYPE Disc-O-Matic

SPEEDS 6 Forward/2 Reverse

GEAR CASE Top Load Aluminum

IMPELLER PROFILE Steel 3 Blade

IMPELLER DIAMETER 12 in (30.5 cm)

AUGER DIAMETER 11 in (27.9 cm)

AUGER TYPE Steel Serrated

SKID SHOES Steel Reversible

DIMENSIONS:
LENGTH 44.75 in (113.67 cm)

WIDTH 30.13 in (76.52 cm)

HEIGHT 31.5 in (80.01 cm)

WEIGHT 204 lbs (92.53 kg)

WARRANTY:
2-year Limited Consumer,

90 day Limited Commercial

Must have accessories

Tire Chains
Featuring superior two-link 
spaced cross chains, our tire 
chains provide added traction 
for safety on hills, ice and  
hard-packed snow.

Snow Thrower Cover
Ideal for in-between snow and 
off-season storage, our snow 
thrower cover is water  
repellent and tear-resistant  
for long-lasting protection.

Floor Mat
Heavy-duty floor mat collects 
water from melting snow 
providing a protective layer 
between the machine and  
floor surface during storage.

Non-Abrasive 
Skid Shoes
Steel or polyethylene  
replacement skid shoes  
prolong the life of the unit.

For a complete listing of compatible  
attachments and accessories, visit your local 

Sno-Tek® dealer or go to: sno-tek.net.


